How to Test:
Hold dowsing rods in hands straight ahead over the center circle. Ask, “Is Silver best for me to use?” See if the dowsing rods open up or close. *If they open, it’s a Yes;* if they close, it’s a No. Ask the same question for **Gold** and for **Platinum**. Write down the movement of the dowsing rods—Open for Yes, Closed for No, as you focus mentally on the type of metal.

**Another test:** Hold dowsing rods straight over the center circle. Say, “Move Left if I need Gold.” See where the dowsing rods POINT. Or say, “Move Right if I need Platinum.” Or “Stay still if I need Silver.”

Dowsing Rods are available at Pyradyne.com, or other copper dowsing rods may be used.

**Find the Precious Metal for Your Receptor Using Dowsing Rods**